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1. When writing a status update (text) only use 6 lines of text, so people can see your 

call to action without having to click read more on a mobile device. 

2. Ensure you always create a Facebook Banner or cover image that is mobile friendly, 

e.g. centre your offer in the middle of the banner.     

3. Post on Facebook consistently. No less than at 4 times per week. This adds much 

needed flow to your News Feed.  

4. Always embed your offer on your boosted post image if it is a Right Hook post (sales 

based post.) 

5. Ensure that the text on your boosted post image is less than 20% or else Facebook will 

penalize your post. 

6. Your Facebook News Feed should be made up of 80% Facebook Jabs (organic posts) 

and 20% Facebook Right Hooks.  

7. Ensure you have very clear Calls-to-Action on all your sales based posts, e.g. To 

Claim This Awesome Offer, Simply Click on This Link xxxxxx or Email on xxxxxx. 

8. No less than 50% of your Facebook Jabs should have Soft Sells, e.g. to claim your 7-

day pass simply click onto this link xxxxxx or call xxx xxx xxx to make an 

appointment.  
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9. EVERY Right Hook post and Jab with soft selling post should have a link back to a 

Web Opt-in Page, for example… 
 

 

NOTE: for more information please visit www.GymPages.net, now the fastest online landing 

and web page builder for fitness professionals. 

http://www.gympages.net/
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10. 70% of your entire Facebook News Feed should be videos and 30% still images. You 

will get more organic reach with videos including more people engaging with you and 

your content.  

11. Start posting at least 2 Live Streaming Videos per week.  

12. Facebook is now a “Pay-to-Play Social Platform. Typically, spend $15-$20 per day on 

your sales based posts (Right Hooks.) 

13. Typically, spend $6-$8 per day on your Facebook Jabs with soft selling. 

14. With Right Hooks, try and make your headline stand out more, e.g.  

 

***LIMITED TIME OFFER – Crazy November Promotion*** 
 

15. Use hashtags. By adding hashtags and keywords with the # symbol to your post, you 

have the potential to be seen by more people who are searching on that hashtag within 

Facebook. 

16. Reply to the people who comment on your posts. When you reply to someone who 

has commented on your post, the post has a chance for added visibility because there 

is new activity on that post. 

17. Tag other Pages. When you tag another Facebook Page (by using the @ symbol and 

typing the other page name) in a post, your visibility can increase with that page’s 

audience 

18. When filming a video on your phone, ensure you are holding it horizontally. 

19. In our experience the best times to post is after 7pm. 

20. In our experience the best days to do a Sales based post is Thursday – Monday 

(covering the entire weekend.) 

21. Post the correct size images on Facebook. They recommend 1200 x 900 pixels 

22. Don’t be afraid to sell on Facebook as long as you are not going overboard, posting 

Right Hooks every second day. Best form of selling is with a short (under 60-seconds) 

promotional type video, with a clear call to action both in the video and status update.  

23. Keep mobile users in mind. 88% of Facebook users only access the social platform on 

their mobile device. They never view Facebook from a computer! So it's imperative 

that your posts are easy to engage with. Brief updates are critical for getting attention 

in crowded news feeds.  

24. Ensure the links in your posts you share are mobile friendly.   

25. Ensure your Web Page opt-in links actually work (test everything.) 

 

 


